Window Cling Example

Suggested specifications:
Size: 3" x 5"
Color: 4-color process (CMYK)
Material: 4 mil hard vinyl
Back Adhesive: High-grade, low-tack, removable acrylic
Backing: Slit for ease of application

Some Vendors

Smartpress
https://smartpress.com/offering/window-graphics-and-clings

4 Imprint USA
https://www.4imprint.com/search/static%20decal

Express Image
www.expressimage.com
Window Cling Community-Specific Example

Suggested specifications:
Size: 3" x 5"
Color: 4-color process (CMYK)
Material: 4 mil hard vinyl
Back Adhesive: High-grade, low-tack, removable acrylic
Backling: Slit for ease of application

Some Vendors

Smartpress
https://smartpress.com/offering/window-graphics-and-clings

4 Imprint USA
https://www.4imprint.com/search/static%20decal

Express Image
www.expressimage.com